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ABSTRACT
Ray, David Brian. DMA. The University of Memphis. December 2010.
Allusions and Influences in Joseph Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke. Major Professor:
Joan Gilbert, M.S.
The late-Romantic Austrian composer Joseph Marx is best known today for his
art songs. He did, however, compose chamber music, choral works, large symphonic
works, two piano concertos, and six pieces for solo piano. This paper will focus upon
Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke composed in 1915 and published in 1916. Although Marx
was an outstanding pianist and employed the piano in most of his art songs, chamber
works and orchestral works, he published for solo piano only this set of six compositions.
These six works are rife with allusions to pre-existing piano works by composers whom
Marx admired, such as Bach, Chopin, Brahms, Scriabin, Reger, and Debussy. Not only
did Marx often quote motives from these composers‟ piano works, he also adopted
keyboard textures that were characteristic of their styles of writing for the piano. Marx
may have composed in this way as an homage to the most illustrious of his predecessors
as well as a means of placing himself within the lineage of the great Western composers.
This paper will examine each of the six piano pieces within its own
chapter in terms of the influences brought to bear upon it and the specific pre-existing
piano repertoire to which the piece seems to allude.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to examine Joseph Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke of
1915 (published in 1916) in order to discern specific allusions to pre-existing source
materials, examine the implications behind the choice of these materials, and consider
Marx‟s superimposition of his style upon them. Marx positioned himself in the musical
continuum of his time by his adoption of firmly-established genres of repertory by
composers with whom he wished to align himself historically; this artistic choice
ultimately helped to determine the arc of his compositional career. The Sechs
Klavierstücke exemplify this trend in Marx‟s output. An examination of these rarelyperformed pieces will also present a methodology for further definition of Marx‟s style.
Most writing about Marx makes broad generalizations as to the influence of a handful of
composers, the most commonly-cited among whom are Debussy, Ravel, Reger, Respighi,
Mahler, Wolf, and Szymanowski; a close look at particular passages from the Sechs
Klavierstücke will reveal precise influences of specific composers and their chosen
genres upon Marx. Marx‟s composition student, the composer and author Robert
Schollum, wrote in the introduction to Universal Edition‟s volume of Marx art songs that
“Chopin, Debussy, and Scriabin were the composers most highly prized by Marx in his
composition teaching.”1
The influence of these composers may, indeed, be found in specific instances
within the Sechs Klavierstücke: Debussy‟s influence twice, Brahms‟s influence four
times, Reger‟s consistent influence, Scriabin‟s once, Ravel‟s once, Chopin‟s twice, and

1

Robert Schollum, foreword to Joseph Marx, Lieder für Hohe Stimme und Klavier (Vienna:
Universal Edition, 1981), iv.
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Mendelssohn‟s once. These influences reveal themselves in orchestration, compositional
practice, or genre selection. An examination of Marx‟s works within the genre of the
short character piece will reveal the ways in which these composers‟ influences may be
applied to his output in other genres.
Marx‟s professional compositional career spanned the years 1908-1946. Despite
the fact that Marx composed art songs, chamber works, choral works, solo piano pieces,
concertos, and orchestral scores, he is remembered today mostly for his art songs, which
number around 150. While the Lieder are his most regularly-performed works in
concerts today and they make up the greatest number of pieces of any genre in which he
composed, the majority of them were composed during the years 1908-1912. (Marx‟s
first attempts at song composition began in 1901, and his song production was sporadic
until 1908). After 1912, Marx composed only about thirty more art songs. Marx spent a
total of eight years composing his chamber music (1911-1914 for the chamber works
with piano, and 1936-41 for his string quartets). Marx spent about six weeks in the
summer of 1915 composing his published solo piano works, and the twenty-seven years
of 1919-1946 were devoted to his orchestral works. Although the art songs occupied
only a small amount of Marx‟s compositional time, they have attracted the bulk of
scholarly attention focused on his works. There have been no substantive, detailed
studies of the compositional influences which bear upon Marx‟s solo piano works or to
the allusions to other composers‟ works which Marx embeds within in his Klavierstücke.
The solo piano works merit consideration not only because of their place within the
composer‟s career, but also because of his frequent use of the piano throughout the
totality of his works. Marx composed two lengthy concertos for piano and orchestra.

2

The piano plays an essential role in all of his art songs with the exception of his cycle
Verklärtes Jahr, in its first version for voice and large orchestra which Marx later
transcribed for voice and piano. Marx employs the piano in all of his published and
unpublished chamber works except for the three string quartets. Also in Marx‟s works
for large orchestra, the piano is generally included in the instrumentation. Marx himself
was an active and highly respected pianist, and his collaborative work may be heard in
recordings of his art songs; these were taken from live radio broadcasts in which he
performed approximately twenty-one of his songs. Interested also in the organ, Marx
featured this instrument in half of his choral works, and he also composed a small body
of organ pieces.
The piano works, despite his biographer Andreas Liess‟s claim that they were
often played after their publication,2 are seldom heard today and did not stay in print. An
October 2010 WorldCat search revealed that only three libraries within their database
hold single-volume copies of all six pieces: Harvard University, The University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, and Konitachi School of Music in Japan. The pieces were
also originally issued individually. In his biography of Marx, Liess devotes only three
pages to the discussion of the piano works3 and his examination of the individual pieces
is broad or sometimes incorrect. Liess provides a single generalized opening paragraph
in which to historically contextualize all six pieces. (Erik Werba, Marx‟s later
biographer, merely reiterates and condenses Liess‟s comments).4 The six piano pieces
have twice been professionally recorded, in 1992 and 2008, and both recordings feature
2

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Steirische Verlagsanstalt, 1943), 186.

3

Ibid., 186-89.

4

Erik Werba, Joseph Marx. (Vienna: Österreichische Musikzeitschrift, 1964), 24-25.
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liner notes, frequently informative, which are aimed at the general listener who may
know little of Marx. In fact, liner notes to the ever-growing number of recordings of
Marx works provide the best generalized information about Marx and his music, but
specific details are lacking.
Festschriften have been published on the occasions of Marx‟s eightieth and
hundredth birthdays, yet they make no specific mention of the piano works. Doctoral and
master‟s dissertations and papers have dealt primarily with the art songs. A single article
has been written about the string quartets.5 Marx‟s harmonic language receives a single
chapter of consideration in a book on early twentieth-century Austrian neo-romantic
composers.6 One of the better sources for factual information on Marx‟s life and works is
found at the Joseph Marx web site, http://www.joseph-marx.org/en, maintained by
Berkant Haydin, a frequent author of liner notes. The website offers carefully-researched
historical information about Marx‟s life as well as comprehensive lists of Marx‟s works
arranged by genre. The popularity of this website has created enough interest in Marx‟s
works that it has helped to establish the Joseph Marx Society. Its members include the
American baritone Thomas Hampson, the British pianist Jonathan Powell, and the
Austrian composer Friedrich Cerha.
The six piano pieces form a bridge between Marx‟s years of chamber music
composition and his years of orchestral composition. A review of the earlier piano
writing in the art songs reveals that he is capable of delicate, simple textures as well as

5

Christoph Kittl, “Die Streichquartette von Joseph Marx: Variations über das Thema „Bewahren‟
oder Tradition als äesthetisches Programm” in Kammermusik Zwischen Den Weltkriegen, ed. Carmen
Ottner (Tutzing: Hans Schenider), 166-180.
6

Thomas Leibnitz, Österreichische Spätromantiker: Studien zu Emil Nikolaus von
Reznicek, Joseph Marx, Franz Schmidt, und Egon Kornauth (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1986), 119-145.
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virtuoso note-spinning. Within the chamber works for piano composed between 1911
and 1914, Marx employs this combination of approaches along with skillful manipulation
of the piano‟s potential for sonic density. His ease in shifting textures according to the
demands of each genre is evidenced by the wide range of styles exhibited within the six
works for solo piano. Shortly after the completion of these works, Marx began
preliminary sketches for his first piano concerto, but set this aside until 1919. While
Marx‟s works stay true to the pianistic demands of his chosen character pieces, only in
the Ballade, with its multiplicity of notes, dense, multi-voiced textures, and widelyspaced chords, does he indulge in an orchestration which suggests orchestral transcription
rather than music conceived specifically for the piano. Therefore, the pianistic style of the
Ballade makes it an anomaly within the set. (Fragments of the Ballade may be found in
the first two movements of the Natur-Trilogie for large orchestra begun in 1922 and
completed in 1925). The Ballade seems to be a foreshadowing of the works he would
compose for large orchestra during the next twenty-seven years.
Marx, like Debussy before him, may have used the process of allusion to place
himself within the tradition of composers whom he admired. In this way he also helped
to define his own voice. A similar and instructive analogy may be found in the essay
“Debussy‟s Parisian Affiliations,” in which the author Barbara L. Kelly suggests that
Debussy‟s piano piece Hommage à Rameau from Images, series I (1905) is a “claim for
equal status: the tribute of one French master to another.” She goes on to write that, in
Debussy‟s view, Rameau‟s importance in French music was unsurpassed and that
“foreign influences such as Gluck, Wagner, and Franck had diverted French music from

5

its true direction.”7 As E. Robert Schmitz points out in his comments about this piece,
Debussy was incapable of plagiarism, and the idea of composing a piece in the style of
Rameau would have been “insulting to the man he was honoring.” Instead, Debussy
recreated French Baroque gestures that were allusions to Rameau: the adoption of the
sarabande (a genre which appeared in Rameau‟s keyboard suites); the use of thick organ
textures (Rameau was an organist); the creation of single-voiced orchestration to suggest
recitative, or a single voice accompanied by chords to imply aria (for Rameau was also an
opera composer). Thus, superimposing over Rameau‟s gestures his own harmonic
language of modality and higher-tertian harmonies, Debussy not only pays homage to the
spirit of Rameau, but also positions himself within the continuum of French musical
history.8
Max Reger‟s influence on Marx should not be underestimated. In 1901 Reger
published Silhouetten, Op.53, for piano solo. The pianist Helmut Brauss wrote that Reger
employed the metaphor of the silhouette as a compositional device which “reveals the
characteristic shape of a person…in the form of an outline, without revealing inner
details.”9 In these seven pieces Reger borrowed motifs from composers such as Chopin,
Grieg, and Brahms, as well as characteristic gestures and textures frequently found in the
piano music of his chosen models. Reger‟s recasting of previously existing material as
both inspiration and homage may have been an influence on Marx‟s choice to make use
of such compositional allusion during the composition of Sechs Klavierstücke.
7

Barbara L. Kelly, “Debussy's Parisian Affiliations,” in The Cambridge Companion to Debussy ,
Simon Trezise, ed. Simon Trezise (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 39-40.
8

E. Robert Schmitz, The Piano Works of Claude Debussy (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce,
1950; Dover Publications, 1966), 105-107.
9

Helmut Brauss, Max Reger’s Music for Solo Piano (Alberta: The University of Alberta Press,
1994), 94.
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Marx‟s university training was in literature, philosophy, and art history. He
received musical training in piano and violin within his home as he grew up, but he never
received formal compositional training from a mentor. Marx‟s first efforts at
composition were art songs; with these early works, he found immediate popularity and
fame. Perhaps in order to legitimize his work and reputation as a composer who aimed to
position his works within the canon of standard concert repertoire, Marx composed music
which reflected the influence of older, established composers who were not only revered
but who had also established themselves within the performing tradition.
The earliest example of Marx‟s modeling his writing on that of another composer
is found in his art songs. Dating from 1902, Leuchtende Tage is one of Marx‟s first
attempts at art song. In this work, he copies many ideas from the 1894 art song Morgen!
by Richard Strauss; both pieces contain long preludes with similar harmonic patterns, as
well as similarly-constructed melodies with sustained whole notes, and postludes which
reiterate their preludes.10 In 1912, Marx further places himself within the pantheon of
great Lieder composers by setting seventeen texts published in Paul Heyse‟s Italienisches
Liederbuch; he is careful to avoid poetry from this collection that had been set by Hugo
Wolf in 1890-96.11 He also sets Goethe‟s Wandrers Nachtlied II; this had already been
set by by Franz Schubert, Franz Liszt, and Hugo Wolf, as well as by Marx‟s
contemporaries Alexander Zemlinsky and Hans Pfitzner. In 1909 Marx set five of
Albert Giraud‟s Symbolist poems from Pierrot Lunaire; three years later, Arnold

10

Joseph Kenneth Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx” (DMA diss., The University of MissouriKansas City, 1972), 25-27.
11

Charles Kessler Sims, “The Italienisches Liederbuch of Joseph Marx” (DMA diss, Indiana
University, 1976), 1.
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Schoenberg created his own chamber version based on different Giraud poems, except
for Valse de Chopin, which both composers selected.
In his lifetime, Marx published only six pieces for solo piano. He did, however,
transcribe and publish in 1926 seven of his art songs for solo piano, and seventeen short
pieces remain unpublished or unfinished in the Musiksammlung der Österreichischen
Nationalbibliothek.12 Composed in the summer of 1915 and published by Universal
Edition in 1916, Sechs Klavierstücke do not seem to share internal connections, a key
scheme, or shared thematic material, nor do they seem to have been conceived as a suite.
The published edition presented them in this order: Albumblatt, Humoreske, Arabeske,
Ballade, Präludium und Fuge, and Rhapsodie. The pieces are currently available through
a special-request service provided by Universal Editions.
By composing such a small number of piano works, perhaps Marx was following
the trend of his contemporaries, the majority of whom left little solo piano literature. The
only German composer of Marx‟s generation to leave behind a substantial number of
works was Max Reger. Schoenberg left behind relatively few but highly influential
works for solo piano. Berg‟s major contribution was a single-movement piano sonata.
Webern‟s legacy consisted of a few miscellaneous short pieces in addition to his major
contribution, the Variations. Mahler composed no music for solo piano; Zemlinsky,
Pfitzner, and Strauss left very little. Interestingly, Marx‟s non-Germanic contemporaries
such as Debussy, Ravel, Scriabin and Szymanowski, wrote substantial amounts of piano
music.

12

Leibnitz, Österreichische Spätromantiker, 124-26.
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In 1919, Marx began to compose lengthy scores for large orchestras, perhaps
following in the footsteps of Mahler and Strauss; Marx imitated their examples by also
demanding large forces to perform his large-scaled orchestral works. His
Herbstsymphonie of 1921 lasts over an hour. Just as Mahler composed in symphonic
dimension Das Lied von der Erde for orchestra and two voices in 1908, and Zemlinsky
composed his Lyrische Symphonie for two voices and orchestra in 1922, Marx followed
their lead with his large-scale orchestral song-cycle Verklärtes Jahr in 1930-32.

9

CHAPTER TWO
LIFE AND WORKS
Joseph Marx was born in Graz, Austria, on May 11, 1882. His father was an
Austrian physician, as well as an amateur pianist and violinist, and his Italian mother had
studied to become a professional pianist. His first piano teacher was his mother, he also
studied violin, and he taught himself to play cello.1 Marx‟s father wanted him to study
law, but upon entering the University of Graz, the son instead studied literature,
philosophy, and art history while he began to study organ and compose. While at the
University of Graz, Marx took courses from the philosopher and psychologist Alexius
Meinong (1853-1920) whose influence may be seen in Marx‟s 1909 doctoral dissertation
“Über die Funktion von Intervall, Harmonie, und Melodie beim Erfassen von
Tonkomplexen.” He wrote three treatises in the field of art history, and his musical
treatise “Welche Gesetzmässigkeiten begreift die Musiktheorie unter Tonalität?” won a
major prize from the University of Graz.2
The year before his graduation, Marx began to compose art songs; by the end of
1912, he had written approximately 120 songs.3 In 1910, Marx, with the soprano Anna
Hansa, his long-time companion, performed two recitals in Graz. The first featured the
works of Debussy and Marx, and the second featured only the works of Marx. The

1

Michel Fleury, liner notes to Joseph Marx, L'oeuvre pour piano, L'oeuvre pour violoncelle et
piano, trans. John T. Tuttle, performed by Denise Pascal, piano, and Marie-Paule Milone, cello (Sigean,
France: Disques du Solstice, SOCD 104/5, 1993).
2

Joseph Kenneth Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx” (DMA thesis, The University of
Missouri-Kansas City, 1972), 2-3.
3

Berkant Haydin, “Joseph Marx: Master of Musical Impressionism,” http://www.josephmarx.org/documents/biography-new.html (accessed October 16, 2010).
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concerts were successful with both the public and the local music critics. Schuberthaus
Publishers of Vienna immediately purchased the publishing rights to all of the songs
presented on these recitals and later that year published a collection of twenty-two songs.
These songs gained great popularity when professional German singers such as Elisabeth
Schumann and Leo Slezak began to program and perform them regularly on their
recitals.4 As early as 1911, Marx‟s art songs began to appear on programs which featured
Lieder by his contemporaries such as Gustav Mahler, Alexander Zemlinsky, Arnold
Schoenberg, and Max Reger. This pattern of high-level performance and critical success
continued throughout Marx‟s career in Austria.5 Marx‟s fame has since rested upon these
early songs; while he never completely abandoned art song composition, he composed
only about thirty more Lieder during his lifetime.
Between 1910 and 1914, Marx concentrated on composing choral works as well
as his chamber works which featured piano. Marx composed about ten choral works, the
largest in scale being the 1911 Herbstchor an Pan for mixed choir, boys‟ choir, organ,
and orchestra; this work was recorded for the first time in 2009.6 Marx also composed
eight chamber works with piano; notable works include a suite for cello and piano and
two sonatas for violin and piano. In 1911 Marx produced three works for piano quartet:
Klavierquartett in Form einer Rhapsody, Scherzo in D minor, and Ballade in A minor. It
is notable that Marx‟s choice of titles for these works is based upon firmly-established

4

Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx,” 4-5.

5

Juliane Brand, Christopher Hailey, and Donald Harris, eds., The Berg-Schoenberg
Correspondence: Selected Letters (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 43, 68, 390.
6

Joseph Marx, Orchestral Songs and Choral Works, BBC Symphony Chorus, BBC Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Jirí Belohlávek (Essex, England: Chandos Digital CHAN 10505, 2009), compact
disc.
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genres and that he continued to use two of these titles in his Sechs Klavierstücke in 1916.
Marx‟s three works for piano quartet were recorded for the first time in 2009.7
Marx‟s fame continued to grow, and in 1914 he accepted the position of
professor of composition and theory at the University of Vienna. He joined a faculty
which included the composer Franz Schreker and the musicologist Eusebius
Mandyczewski. Eight years later he became director of the music faculty.8 While at the
University of Vienna, he served in many positions. From 1914 until 1952 he was
professor of music theory, harmony, counterpoint, and composition. From 1922 through
1924 he also was the head of the Vienna Academy of Music and Performing Arts, and in
1924-1927 he was the rector of Austria‟s first University of Music in Vienna. He
assumed the role of professor of musicology at the University of Vienna in 1947, and
continued in this office through 1952. According to Berkant Haydin, his position as a
twentieth-century musical pedagogue is similar to that of Nadia Boulanger in France; it
has been estimated that throughout his career Marx taught more than 1,255 students in
Vienna.9 Among his students were the pianists Erik Werba, Rudolf Serkin, and Friedrich
Gulda10 as well as the composers Jenö Takács, and Elizabeth Gyring. In 1932-33, he was
invited to live in Turkey in order to advise the government there on the establishment of a
Turkish music conservatory in Ankara to fulfill an official aspiration to enhance the
country‟s musical culture by establishing a strong unity and correlation among its
7

Joseph Marx, Works for Piano Quartet, Oliver Trindl, piano, Daniel Gaede, violin, Hariolf
Schlichtig, viola, Peter Bruns, cello (Georgsmarienhütte, Germany: CPO 777 279-2, 2010), compact disc.
8

Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx,” 5.

9

Berkant Haydin, “Joseph Marx: Master of Musical Impressionism”, http://www.josephmarx.org/documents/biography-new.html (accessed October16, 2010).
10

Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx,” 7.
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conservatory, orchestra, and theaters. The government also wanted Marx to create and
edit a codified volume of Turkish folk music. Many Turkish students studied with Marx
and later traveled to Austria for further instruction.11
In 1923, during his tenure as head of the Vienna Academy, Marx‟s influence as a
musical force in Vienna had grown so strong that he, along with fellow composer Erich
Korngold, was able to organize an extension of the 1923 Salzburg Festival. For four days
between August 8 and 11, after the main festival had been completed, works were
presented by composers such as Franz Schreker, Richard Strauss, Alexander Zemlinsky,
Marx, Korngold, and Arnold Schoenberg. (The organizing committee, however,
restricted Schoenberg‟s contributions to his early art songs). This continuation of the
festival was quite successful and was created as a response to the overwhelming
influence at that year‟s festival of the International Gesellschaft für Neue Musik. This
organization, led by the musicologist Edward Dent, had as its purpose the advancement
of atonal works by Schoenberg and his followers such as Berg and Webern. Although
Marx espoused a conservative musical aesthetic which valued the melody and harmony
resulting from nineteenth-century Romantic harmonic language,12 he did not
categorically reject the music of the Second Viennese School. Marx supported works by
composers who worked in a more avant-garde genre; in fact, in May 1924 Marx, as part
of a judging committee whose two other members were the composers Julius Bittner and
Richard Strauss, awarded cash prizes as part of the musical component of the

11

Meyers, “The Songs of Joseph Marx,” 10.

12

Brenden G. Carroll, The Last Prodigy: A Biography of Erich Wolfgang Korngold (Portland,
Oregon: Amadeus Press, 1997), 157-58.
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Cultural Prize of the City of Vienna to Alban Berg (for his submission of his opera
Wozzeck) as well as to Anton Webern. Prizes were awarded also within other cultural
disciplines.13
Marx‟s compositional output abated as he pursued his academic career. During
the period 1914 until 1919, his only significant contribution to a specific genre occurred
in the summer of 1915 when he composed his Sechs Klavierstücke. A few ideas from
these six pieces for piano solo turned up in the works for orchestra that he created during
the fourteen-year span of 1919-1932.
Marx‟s works for orchestra tend to be long, big in scale, and they require
extremely large numbers of musicians. He composed his Romantisches Klavierkonzert
in 1919-1920 and a second piano concerto in 1929-30 called Castelli Romani. After the
completion in 1921-22 of Eine Herbstsymphonie for large orchestra, the years 1922-25
brought the Natur-Trilogie, three large movements which may be performed separately.
The Nordlands Rhapsodie followed in 1929. Including voice in the last work for large
orchestra from this period, Marx produced Verklärtes Jahr in 1930-32.
In 1931, Marx become the first music critic for the Neuer Wiener Journal and
worked there until 1938 when Austria fell under the reign of the Third Reich. While he
was working as a journalist, Universal Edition published two of his books:
Harmonielehre in 1933, and Kontrapunktlehre in 1935. Returning to music journalism
after the war, he regularly published articles in the Wiener Zeitung, Österreichische
Musikzeitschrift, Musikerziehung, and Wiener Figaro.14 A collection of his reviews and

13

Brand, Hailey, and Harris, The Berg-Schoenberg Correspondence, 331.

14
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essays from this period was published in 1947 under the title Betrachtungen Eines
Romantischen Realisten..
During the years of the Second World War, Marx‟s only compositions were his
three string quartets and a final work for large orchestra inspired by Schubert and Haydn,
Alt-Wiener Serenaden. Although Marx‟s first string quartet was written in his typical
chromatic language and thus given the title Quartetto Chromatico (1936-37), his second
quartet adopted modal harmonies and was entitled Quartetto in Modo Antico (1937-38).
This was later arranged for string orchestra in 1945 and given the title Partita in Modo
Antico. A third quartet, like the Alt-Wiener Serenaden, was written in the style of Haydn
and Mozart and was given the title Quartetto in Modo Classico (1940-41). In 1944 it,
too, was arranged for orchestra and given the name Sinfonia in Modo Classico.
After the war, Marx continued to work as a teacher and critic; he also used his
position to help with the repatriation of Jewish families. During the war years he had
helped many Jews secure a safe place in other countries; he also worked on their behalf to
prevent their deportation back to Germany. As he strove to re-establish a musical culture
in post-war Poland, Marx was influential in returning works by Jewish composers to the
concert hall.15
For the remainder of his life, Joseph Marx was active as a prominent, though
conservative, figure in Austrian music. He was president of many musical organizations
such as the Association of Austrian Composers, the Mozart Society, the Society for the
Publication of Monuments of Music, the Association of the Critics of Vienna, and the
Association of the Music Teachers of Austria. In 1947 he helped to establish the Joseph
15

Berkant Haydin, “ Joseph Marx: Master of Musical Impressionism” http://www.josephmarx.org/en/drittes-reich.html#drittes-reich (accessed October 17, 2010).
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Marx Music Prize of Styria. He was an honorary member of the Vienna Konzerthaus
Society as well as the Austrian UNESCO commission.16 For his work at UNESCO, he
wrote Weltsprache Musik, Bedeutung und Deutung tausenjähriger Kunst. In this book,
he states not only his philosophy concerning art and aesthetics and their importance in
modern culture, but also his belief that music has no boundaries and has the potential to
create world unity.17 In 1950 Marx was the first winner of the Great Austrian Prize of
State, the most distinguished prize that could be given to an Austrian composer. He died
in Graz on September 3, 1964.
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CHAPTER THREE
ALBUMBLATT
The shortest and least technically complex of Joseph Marx‟s solo piano works is
the Albumblatt. It is also the only one of the Sechs Klavierstücke to have been regularly
anthologized, following its first appearance in the Universal Edition 1926 anthology
Berühmte Kompositionen, a collection of short pieces and art song transcriptions by
Reger and Marx. Albumblatt later appeared in the 1937 anthology Meister der
Gegenwart, also published by Universal Edition; this was a collection of short pieces for
solo piano by composers such as Scriabin, Milhaud, Prokofiev, Krenek, Busoni, Eisler,
and Szymanowski. The same collection was reprinted in America in 1954 by Associated
Music Publishers under the title Masters of Today.

Albumblatt’s accessibility and

brevity suggest that it may have been intentionally composed as a piece to appeal to
amateur players and thus increase sales; generally speaking, the Albumblatt lacks the
complexity and depth of the other works in the rest of the other five Klavierstücke.
Liess writes in vague terms about the Albumblatt, describing its themes and
praising its lyricism.1 The dimensions of the Albumblatt may be modest in comparison to
the rest of the pieces in the set, yet Marx entitles it in such a way that this small character
piece is entrenched within the tradition of other Albumblätter composed by musicians
whom Marx admired such as Reger, Grieg, and Debussy. Giving the title Albumblatt to
1

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Steirische Verlagsanstalt, 1943), 187.
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several of his short piano works, Max Reger in 1899 even published a set of Drei
Albumblätter. Even earlier, Edvard Grieg published his Vier Albumblätter, Op.28, in
1864. In 1903, Claude Debussy published D‟un cahier d‟esquisse which contained
elements which appeared in the 1905 orchestral work La Mer.2 The French noun un
cahier d’esquisse is similar in meaning to the German noun Albumblatt or the English
“album leaf,” although the literal translation un feuillet d’album sometimes occurs as a
title for short French character pieces.
Marx adopts a rondo form (ABACA plus coda) for the Albumblatt, an unusual
choice for a piece consisting of only one hundred and seventy-seven measures. The
works does not allude to other pre-existing piano pieces by other composers, although its
vocabulary of higher-tertian harmonies is reminiscent of Debussy and Ravel. The most
remarkable moment, however, of the Albumblatt occurs in measures 17-25 where Marx
places repetitive modal melodies above vacillating fragments of seventh-chords. The
melodies first appear in Lydian mode; after a brief modulation, the melodies suggest the
Dorian mode before modulating to A major, the dominant, and concluding in E major
(fig. 3.1).

2

E. Robert Schmitz, The Piano Works of Claude Debussy (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce,
Inc., 1950; reprint, New York: Dover Publications, 1966), 81.
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Figure 3.1. Albumblatt by Marx (mm.17-25)
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CHAPTER FOUR
HUMORESKE
In his biography of Marx, Liess asserts that Marx wrote the Humoreske as an
homage to the German composer Max Reger.1 Reger‟s influence is plausible, but an
examination of the elements contained within the piece reveals that Brahms and Chopin
played a greater role in determining key, meter, and character. The title humoreske
appears often in Reger‟s works for solo piano, about as frequently as intermezzo appears
in the short piano solo works of Brahms.
Humoreske is one of the more infrequently-utilized titles applied to character
pieces for solo piano. With the exception of Max Reger and Edward Grieg (who
published a set of four humoresques in 1865 as his Op.6), the title has tended to be
anomalous when used at all. A character piece entitled humoreske (or humoresque as it is
usually spelled outside of German-speaking countries) is typically light in mood and
dance-like, or, in the case of Robert Schumann‟s 1839 large-scale, multi-sectioned
Humoreske, Op.20, for solo piano, possessing mercurial and wide-ranging changes in the
“humors.”
In 1899, Reger published Fünf Humoresken, Op.20, (written in 1896), the second
of which bears a striking similarity to Marx‟s Humoreske. Both pieces, however, show
the influence of Brahms‟s Hungarian Dance No.5 in F-sharp minor for solo piano, first
published in 1869 for piano duet and then published in 1872 in an arrangement for solo
piano. Brahms‟s dance took its theme from a popular csárdas by the Hungarian

1

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Stirische Verlagsanstalt, 1943), 187.
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composer Béla Kéller (1820-1822).2

Brahms, as Liszt had done earlier with his

Hungarian Rhapsodies, codified certain Hungarian musical characteristics associated
with the csárdás: prominent melodic augmented seconds and written-out descending
melodic turns upon the approach of a cadence.3 Both Marx and Reger were quick to
insert these devices into their Hungarian-accented Humoresken, and both used the
orchestration of parallel sixths in their written-out turns (fig. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).

2

Carol Ann Bell and Digby Bell, foreword to Johannes Brahms, Hungarian Dances (Van Nuys,
CA: Alfred Publishing Company, Inc., 2002), 5.
3

Bence Szabolcsi, A Concise History of Hungarian Music (London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1964),
56, quoted in Bell and Bell, 5.
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Figure 4.1. Hungarian Dance No.5 in F-sharp Minor by Brahms (mm.13-16)

Figure 4.2. Humoreske in B Minor, Op.20, No.2 by Reger (mm.22-24)

Figure 4.3. Humoreske in F-sharp Minor by Marx (mm.16-19)
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The similarities between Marx‟s and Reger‟s works, however, do not extend
beyond these surface details. Marx was much more eager to affirm his link to Brahms by
composing his Humoresque in the key shared with Brahms‟s Hungarian Dance No.5: Fsharp minor. Marx further strengthens the reference to Brahms‟s Hungarian motives by
the addition of a melodic augmented second (fig. 4.4):

Figure 4.4. Humoreske in F-sharp Minor by Marx (mm.1-3)

Several variations ensue with increasingly complex orchestration before the arrival of a
contrasting B section that begins in A major.
Liess describes the B section of Marx‟s Humoreske as a Viennese Landler,4 but
its melody bears a motivic similarity to the Waltz in A Major, Op.39, No.15 by Brahms.
The Op.39 Brahms work consists of sixteen waltzes originally composed for piano duet
in 1864; in 1867, Brahms made two solo arrangements, one for intermediate-level
pianists and another for advanced pianists. Despite the differences in their rhythmic
profiles, the similarity between the themes of the Brahms Waltz and the Marx Humoreske
lies in the recurrence of vacillating intervals found in their melodies (fig. 4.5 and 4.6).

4
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Figure 4.5. Humoreske in F-sharp Minor by Marx (mm.71-75)

Figure 4.6. Waltz in A Major, Op.39, No.15 by Brahms (mm.1-5)

Throughout this B section of the Humoreske, Marx employs a decorative style of
orchestration characteristic of the works of Chopin: a series of winding notes leading to a
cadence, each harmonized with its own chromatic chord. Chopin used this technique as
early as his Nocturne in E-flat Major, Op.9, No.2 of 1830-32 (fig. 4.7 and 4.8).

Figure 4.7. Humoreske in F-sharp Minor by Marx (mm.127-30)

Figure 4.8. Nocturne in E-flat Major, Op.9, No.2 by Chopin (mm.12-13)
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A significant detail that occurs in the B section (as well as in Marx‟s Arabeske)
may be found in the dislocation of the beats between the opening melody and its
accompaniment. The right hand indicates a strong pulse on the first beat, while the left
hand is slurred to imply a stress on the third beat of each bar; this causes a pedal-point on
A to occur on the first pulse of each bar in the left hand. Marx uses this slight rhythmic
misalignment to create a sense of a melody unbound by temporal strictures (fig. 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Humoreske in F-sharp Minor by Marx (mm.65-70)

Within Marx‟s broad ABA form, he gives the B section its own three-part
structure; the initially lyric A major melody gives way to a considerably faster,
harmonically unsettled waltz. Fragmentation of the two themes heralds a return of the A
section in A major, but this time considerably shortened and followed by a virtuosic coda
featuring the main theme appearing in octaves in both hands.
In this Brahms-inspired pastiche, Marx achieves the contrast of “humors” inspired
by the title Humoreske by juxtaposing the Hungarian csárdás with the Viennese Landler
and waltz. Marx also employs a number of tempo indications in order to control
temporal nuances; at one point within the space of seventeen measures, he instructs the
performer to execute the score rascher, ritardando, nach und nach breiter warden,
accelerando, and ruhig.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ARABESKE
In 1943, Liess described the Arabeske as Marx‟s most modern piece and
suggested that the work was a dedication to Maurice Ravel, although he did not cite
specific musical similarities to a particular Ravel work. He also wrote that the Arabesque
was a quintessentially Marxian sound-study.1 Within his typical ABA-plus-coda formal
design, Marx avoids quoting specific motives from pre-existing piano pieces but instead
alludes to unique piano figurations inspired by Claude Debussy and Alexander Scriabin
in order to create a piece whose development is furthered by the variation of metrically
unbound melodic lines. This release from strict temporal constructions allows great
flexibility in the length and contour of the melodies. With these methods, Marx is able to
imitate, as the title of the work implies, the flowing lines found in Arabic art and
architecture. By selecting the title arabesque, Marx perhaps references one of Robert
Schumann‟s 1839 works for solo piano, Arabesque, Op.18. In the same year, Schumann
also composed Humoresque, Op.20, for solo piano and consequently became one of the
first composers to employ these titles for character pieces.
Perhaps Liess found a similarity between Marx‟s Arabesque and Maurice Ravel‟s
Jeux d‟eau of 1901; both composers employ ostinati based upon higher-tertian chords to
create a “water” affect. In fact, the B section of Marx‟s Arabeske is marked
schwimmenden (swimming). Ravel‟s piece uses the harmonic function of the ostinati to
determine formal structure, whereas the dominance of Marx‟s developing and continually

1

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Steirische Verlagsanstalt, 1943), 188.
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regenerating melodic line determines the shape of his piece; his ostinati serve merely to
provide harmonic decoration and a sense of forward momentum.
Marx‟s Arabeske uses a rhythmic structure not unlike that found in Scriabin‟s
Etude in B Major, Op.8, No.4 of 1894. Scriabin creates a texture of consistent right-hand
sixteenth-note quintuplets within which a melody is stressed by the implementation of
tenuto marks; he contrasts these quintuplet patterns with widely-spaced left-hand chordal
arpeggiations in groups of three or four per single pulse. Marx also employs quintuplets,
but he orchestrates these left-hand patterns so as to avoid a strong sense of downbeat. He
slurs the five-note patterns in such a way that the lowest note arrives two sixteenth-notes
before the metered downbeat of the quintuplet; this creates an accented descending bass
line on the fourth sixteenth-note of each quintuplet. This note-sharing between adjacent
quintuplets, dictated by the placement of the slur, causes a strong pulse on a rhythmically
weak part of the bar, and it is further complicated by the division of the quintuplets
between the two hands. Marx confounds the rhythmic structure by juxtaposing the
quintuplet left-hand supporting patterns with a melody comprised of rhythmic units
which continually change. Beginning with eighth notes and quarter notes on strong
beats, the melody continues in the second measure with a quarter note placed on the
second half of the downbeat, followed by capricious and irregular groupings of eighths,
sixteenths, triplet sixteenths, quintuplet sixteenths, and a trill. These ornate undulations
create a sense of metric instability while the left hand‟s steady quintuplet flow maintains
a forward impetus, thus fulfilling Marx‟s intention that the piece should be
played durchwegs sehr frei in vortrag (throughout very free in delivery.) The instruction
to play with free delivery is regular recurrence in the works of Marx which may be found
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in his solo piano works as well as his Lieder. Scriabin‟s possible original model seems
quite plain in comparison to Marx‟s more complicated construction (fig. 5.1 and 5.2).

Figure 5.1. Etude in B Major, Op.8, No.4 by Scriabin (mm.1-4)

Figure 5.2. Arabeske by Marx (mm.1-6)
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The B section of Marx‟s Arabeske may have been inspired by La Cathédral
engloutie, found in by Claude Debussy‟s first book of Préludes, published in 1910.
Debussy‟s piece implies a narrative in which a cathedral rises from the depths of the
ocean. Perhaps hinting at a correlation between the two pieces through the sly use of an
adjective as a metaphor to connect the water imagery of the Debussy piece to a similar
texture in his Arabesque, Marx selected the watery adjective verschwimmend
(swimming) in his performance instructions to imply an extended use of the damper
pedal in order to create a blurred effect. Employing textures and techniques that seem to
refer to Debussy‟s prelude, Marx displays parallel chords, touches of modality, extended
pedal points and left-hand arpeggiation, couched within his own language of extended
tertian harmonies (fig. 5.3 and 5.4). In his prelude, Debussy first used these innovative
techniques in a much more subdued way.

29

Figure 5.3. Arabeske by Marx (mm.43-55)

Figure 5.4. La Cathédrale engloutie by Debussy (mm.13-17)
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The Arabeske contains the only instance within the Klavierstücke in which Marx
precisely repeats the return of the A section without compression or variation. The coda
contains the most intricate combinations of rhythmic groupings of the entire piece; these
groupings, however, are dominated by quintuplets. A sense of harmonic conclusion is
maintained by the regular placement of tonic, subdominant, dominant, and secondary
dominant harmonies on the first pulse of most bars (fig 5.5).
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Figure 5.5 Arabeske by Marx (mm.120-131)
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CHAPTER SIX
BALLADE
According to Liess, the Ballade was the first of Marx‟s six piano pieces to have
been composed. Dedicated to Marx‟s patron Anna Hansa, it is the only piano piece to
bear a dedication and also the only one to have programmatic characteristics, although
Liess does not specify any details as to the precise narrative. Liess suggests, however,
that, during the composition of Sechs Klavierstücke, Marx may have been inspired by
Styrian castles of Graz which he visited while on vacation in the summer of 1915; these
castles (at this point in ruins) were the locations in which Minnesingers held their singing
contests in the thirteenth century.1
Antecedents for Marx‟s Ballade may be found in the piano ballades of Frédéric
Chopin and Johannes Brahms. Marx adopts a similar formal process to that of Chopin,
and he alludes to Brahms‟s Ballade, Op.10, No.1 by adopting its key as well as its
opening piano orchestration. Liess writes that the Ballade‟s structure is sonata form with
extended episodes,2 but more accurate formal precursors for Marx‟s Ballade may be
found in the four Chopin ballades for piano solo. While the Chopin ballades contain
elements of sonata form, they are through-composed works which rely on variation as a
means of development and culminate in a coda which is “more apotheosis than
synthesis.”3 Chopin‟s ballades are structural hybrids of sonata form, rondo, and
1
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variations. Attempts to impose a strict classical formal design upon the Chopin Ballades
or the Marx Ballade can easily lead to vague and broad statements such as Liess‟s.
Simply put, the formal design of Marx‟s Ballade is ABACA/Coda, while the structure of
the most closely-related Chopin work, the Ballade No.4 in F minor, Op.52 (1852) is
Introduction/ABA/Introduction/AB/Coda.4 There is a similar quality found in the righthand triplet gestures of the codas in Marx‟s Ballade and Chopin‟s Ballade in F Minor,
Op.52 of 1842 (fig. 6.1 and 6.2).

Figure 6.1. Ballade by Marx (mm.122-127)

4

Ibid, 67.
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Figure 6.2. Ballade in F Minor, Op.52 by Chopin (mm.211-214)

There is a kinship also with Brahms‟s Vier Ballades, Op.10, composed in 1854.
The first piece of this set carries the title “Edward” and refers specifically to the Scottish
ballad which appears in Johann Gottfried Herder‟s 1773 collection of folk poetry. One
of Brahms‟s few pieces of programmatic music, the ballade musically follows a literary
narrative in which a mother discovers that her son has murdered his father and will
consequently be banished.4 Brahms‟s use of this text may have been intended to evoke
the folkloric past. This effect is strengthened in the opening measure in which the
cadential structure aurally implies 5/4 meter, although the ballade is written in 4/4 meter.
The use of a 5/4 is a characteristic of Slavic folk music;5 this provides a musical link to
the “folk” quality which Herder strived to achieve. The other three ballades in Op.10
bear no obvious narratives.
Marx, in his Ballade, paid direct homage to Brahms‟s “Edward” Ballade. Marx
clearly maintains a 5/4 time signature throughout the entire piece. Brahms begins his
Ballade with a clear D minor harmony and widely-spaced chords, and Marx uses the
4
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same key as well as similar widely-spaced chords (fig. 6.3 and 6.4). Just as Brahms
alluded to the past in his Ballade, Marx copies Brahms, perhaps in order to help evoke
the middle ages and the Minnesingers whose castles he visited in Graz in 1915.

Figure 6.3. Ballade, Op.10, No.1 by Brahms (mm.1-3)

Figure 6.4. Ballade by Marx (mm.1-4)

A typical Marxian device is the use of harmonic stasis as a basis for repetitive
melodic constructions. In the “C” section of his Ballade, Marx uses a pedal point C
(here, the seventh of a tonic seventh chord) above which he composes a melody in triplets
that falls into two-bar segments before settling upon its tonic note, F. This particular
melody (fig. 6.5) occurs briefly in the first movement (called Eine Symphonische
Nachtmusik) of the Natur-Trilogie for orchestra of 1922-25. Although planned as a
three-movement work, the movements were so long and complex that a complete
performance and recording did not occur until 2002. (Individual movements received
their premieres in 1926).5
5

Berkant Haydin and Martin Rucker, trans. Roland Smithers liner notes to Joseph Marx,
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(London: Sanctuary Classics, CD DCA 1137, 2003).
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Figure 6.5. Ballade by Marx (mm.37-44)

Of Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke, the Ballade is the largest in scale. With its
multiplicity of voices, extreme textural changes, and widely-voiced, complex chords, the
Ballade at times seems more like an orchestral reduction for piano solo than
idiomatically-conceived piano music. While the five other pieces of the set certainly flirt
with bombast and have their share of notes and bravura writing, they adhere to clearer
forms and less dense textures. A particularly dense passage (fig. 6.6) later reappears in
Idylle, the second movement of the orchestral work Natur-Trilogie:
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Figure 6.6. Ballade by Marx (mm. 96-99)
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PRÄLUDIUM UND FUGE
In his Prelude and Fugue in E-flat Minor, Marx borrowed motivic materials from
J.S. Bach, a formal design from Felix Mendelssohn, and a harmonic vocabulary inspired
by Max Reger. Mendelssohn and Reger both turned to the model established by Bach in
the 1720‟s: a prelude which reflected keyboard styles of the day, followed by a fugue
which exploited contrapuntal virtuosity and skill. Marx‟s foray into the genre of prelude
and fugue was an assimilation of the accomplishments of all three. An examination of
the preludes and fugues of Mendelssohn and Reger will shed light on the accomplishment
of Marx.
According to Marx‟s biographer Liess, the most frequently performed solo piece
of Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke was the Prelude and Fugue in E-flat minor.1 Although
Liess and Marx‟s subsequent biographer Erik Werba mention cursory details concerning
formal design, neither mentions that the thematic inspiration for this piece is the 1722
Prelude and Fugue in E-flat minor, BWV 853, from Das Wohltemperierte Klavier,
Volume I, by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Felix Mendelssohn composed his Six Preludes and Fugues, Op.35, for piano solo,
between 1827 and 1837. Not only did Mendelssohn work tirelessly to revive Bach‟s
works at the beginning of the nineteenth century, but he composed these preludes and
fugues as an homage to Bach‟s Das Wohltemperierte Klavier. Mendelssohn‟s preludes
employ virtuosic piano figuration of the early Romantic era such as the three-handed
effect, multiple-voiced textures, continual running staccato passages, and octave runs.

1
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The fugues, however, adhere to a more conservative contrapuntal technique, using either
three or four imitative voices while avoiding harmonies which diverge too far from the
diatonic. Two of Mendelssohn‟s fugues (numbers one and four) derive their subject from
melodic material found in their corresponding preludes. Mendelssohn‟s most formally
complex and musically allusive work from this set, the Prelude and Fugue No.1 in E
minor, may be seen as a model for Marx‟s Prelude and Fugue in E-flat minor in its
borrowing of Baroque procedures found in Bach‟s Prelude and Fugue, then couched in
early Romantic pianistic gestures.
Throughout his three-part E-Minor Prelude, Mendelssohn constantly composes a
virtuosic “three-hand” keyboard effect in which a melody is orchestrated toward the
center of the keyboard while running figures appear in the bass and treble registers, thus
giving the sense of three hands performing. This was a new style of keyboard writing
and continued throughout the nineteenth century. Mendelssohn also uses a descending
bass line as an extended transition to lead to a harmonically shifting working-out of
themes. This is followed by a candenza-like flourish which leads to a coda from which
emerges a bombastic octave-accompanied orchestration of the Martin Luther chorale Ein
feste Burg ist unser Gott. Bach used this chorale as the basis for his cantata Ein feste
Burg ist unser Gott, BWV 80, as well as the Choral Prelude, BWV 720, for organ.
Max Reger was an important influence on Marx. Reger, a composer, pianist, and
organist, wrote many works inspired by Bach. Not only did he compose preludes and
fugues for both organ and solo violin, in 1907 he published a set of Six Preludes and
Fugues, Op.99, for solo piano. Reger‟s preludes and fugues did not share thematic
material. His preludes, like those of Mendelssohn and Marx, reflect current popular
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keyboard textures of his day. His fugues, however, indulge in harmonic shifts which
would not have been possible within the harmonic vocabulary of Mendelssohn.
In light of the 1907 publication of Reger‟s Preludes and Fugues, Marx may have
adopted the genre as a way of aligning himself with his contemporaries. The selection of
this genre doubly served Marx because it further associated him with important German
composers such as Mendelssohn and Bach; Marx‟s formal, harmonic, and melodic
allusions to Mendelssohn and Bach also further this idea.
Marx‟s initial link to a specific prelude and fugue by Bach is his use of the key of
E-flat minor; Marx, orchestrating his initial statement identically to Bach, also uses
repeating thirds as a method of rhythmic propulsion in what is essentially a slow tempo
(fig 7.1 and 7.2):

Figure 7.1. Prelude in E-flat Minor by Marx (mm.1-3)

Figure 7.2. Prelude in E-flat Minor by Bach (mm.1-4)

Bach uses sixteenth-note melodic flourishes over static harmonies as a regularlyoccurring event in the musical scheme of his prelude. Marx also employs an arrested
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harmonic momentum to create expansive cadenza-like melodic gestures with a much
more decorated filigree and a greater range than is found in the Bach prelude (fig. 7.3 and
7.4):

Figure 7.3. Prelude in E-flat Minor by Bach (mm.9-14)

Figure 7.4. Prelude in E-flat Minor by Marx (mm.19-20)

The Marx Prelude, like those of Bach and Mendelssohn, is comprised of a three-part
formal design in which the final section elides material from the first part and concludes
with a coda in which Marx expands the cadenza-like flourishes to their highest level of
melodic decoration (fig. 7.5):
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Figure 7.5. Prelude in E-flat Minor by Marx (mm.45-48)

Marx‟s Fugue is much longer and larger in scope than its Prelude; it is virtuosic
in both its four-voice writing as well as its superimposition of thematic material. The
same type of technical virtuosity is not present in the Prelude; for this reason, Marx
placed a statement in the score indicating that performances of the Prelude did not
mandate performance of the Fugue. This could also have made the Prelude more
attractive to amateur players for whom the technical demands of the Fugue were beyond
their grasp.
Marx‟s fugue subject, like Bach‟s, begins with an ascending fifth of E-flat to Bflat. Whereas Bach‟s fugue theme repeats no thematic material from his prelude, Marx
modifies his fugue theme to resemble the theme of his Prelude. A four-voice exposition
of the theme is soon followed by a second fugue theme, not based on previous material.
Marx, at this point, expands the formal dimension of the Bach model by creating a double
fugue. After this exposition, both themes are contrasted until they achieve a climax over
an ascending bass line; this is followed by a brief chorale-like passage (as is found in
Mendelssohn‟s fugue), and the fugue‟s second large section begins. Both fugue themes
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appear in episodes of increasingly non-functional chromatic density. The fugue‟s final
section simultaneously contrasts two themes and concludes with a coda in which the
cadenza-like passages of the Prelude reappear, but this time orchestrated with octave
doublings in both hands in order to create a greater virtuoso effect (fig. 7.6):

Figure 7.6. Fugue in E-flat Minor by Marx (mm.130-136)

In order to both derive material as well as give an allusive external formal design
to his Prelude and Fugue, Marx explicitly borrows from Bach. To re-cast the material
into his own unique voice, Marx employs his typical three-part formal design but fills
that with extremely ornate melodic writing and an ever-shifting chromatic harmonic
language. It is likely that Marx adopted the genre of the Prelude and Fugue not because
he simply wanted to align himself with Bach or even to test his own skill at writing in a
neo-Baroque form while gilding it with late-Romantic gestures. Most likely he sought
to imitate the examples of Mendelssohn and Reger in order to place himself within a
trajectory of established Germanic composers whose works had entered the repertory.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RHAPSODIE
Liess describes Marx‟s Rhapsodie as a dedication to Brahms,1 but the piece bears
no such direct dedication. An examination of both pieces shows that Marx took Brahms‟s
Rhapsody in B minor, Op.79, No.1, as the blueprint for his own Rhapsodie. Marx
adopted Brahms‟s formal structure as well as similar orchestrations and key relationships.
Of his piano pieces, in fact, the Rhapsodie adheres to its model so closely that its content
creates more of a copy than an allusion-laden original composition.
By selecting the title rhapsody along with the key of B minor, Marx immediately
establishes a strong intertextual link with the Brahms work. Brahms‟s choice of the
formal design ABA plus coda was very congenial for Marx who tended to use this
structure in his piano pieces. Both rhapsodies begin with similar bombastic
orchestrations (fig. 8.1 and 8.2):

Figure 8.1. Rhapsodie by Marx (mm.1-3)

Figure 8.2. Rhapsody in B Minor, Op.79, No.1 by Brahms (mm.1-3)
1

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Steirische Verlagsanstalt, 1943), 188.
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Whereas Brahms is remarkably concise in presenting his two key areas, Marx extends his
phrases by lengthening the melody with deceptive cadences and thereby creating
sequential extensions which give him an opportunity to indulge in his typical melodic
variations.
Another specific reference to Brahms‟s Rhapsody occurs when Marx adopts the
parallel major as a new key area in the contrasting B section; this same compositional
idea is employed in the same formal placement in the Brahms format (fig. 8.3 and 8.4):

Figure 8.3. Rhapsodie by Marx (mm.98-99)

Figure 8.4. Rhapsody in B Minor, Op.79, No.1 by Brahms (mm.94-96)

Both Marx and Brahms condense their materials when the A section returns. At
the end of the piece, Marx closely follows the design, orchestration and rhythm of
Brahms‟s coda. Both codas are heralded by loud, thick chords, followed by triplet
figures that impel the momentum to conclude. Diverging from Brahms‟s plan only in
that he concludes his Rhapsodie with a densely-orchestrated fortissimo chordal flourish,
Marx‟s finale sustains its extroverted quality while Brahms‟s coda trails into widelyspaced pianissimo single notes (fig. 8.5 and 8.6).
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Figure 8.5. Rhapsodie by Marx (mm.181-90)
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Figure 8.6. Rhapsody in B Minor, Op.79, No.1 by Brahms (mm.209-225)
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Marx slavishly follows Brahms‟s orchestrations, forms, and gestures. The most original
moment in Marx‟s Rhapsodie may be the ornamentation of the melodic line by the
imposition of descending chromatic thirds (fig. 8.7):

Figure 8.7. Rhapsodie by Marx (mm.53-57)
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CONCLUSION
The Sechs Klavierstücke of Joseph Marx provide highly ornate examples of lateRomantic German piano composition. The pieces may be viewed in several aspects
within the trajectory of Marx‟s career. If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, Marx
certainly paid great homage to Bach, Mendelssohn, and Brahms, composers whom he
greatly admired and who were representative of a great Germanic cultural tradition. By
modeling his works based upon their gestures, he aligned himself within their tradition,
perhaps as a way of borrowing their status. For Marx did not merely ape these
composers; he contributed a new, original layer of gilt to their classic gestures by the
superimposition of his own highly chromatic and decorative harmonic language.
Marx‟s explicit copying of motives and ideas from other composers‟ works may
have also served another purpose. By creating works which sounded familiar, he perhaps
felt that the new works might be more attractive or marketable to an audience which did
not wish to be challenged by newer trends such as those of the Second Viennese School.
Marx was, in this sense, providing the market with what was already known and
appreciated.
In those works where Marx‟s modeling was so extremely explicit, he might have
been sending a somewhat veiled message to piano cognoscenti. A phrase which instantly
seems recognizable could draw a listener in; ensuing curiosity could then reveal Marx‟s
capabilities and original talents. His audience might not have been so receptive to yet
another new work without some sort of clever aural calling-card or invitation. Until
1915, Marx, though a pianist, was not known as a composer of works for piano solo: he
had established himself as a composer of art song and chamber music. Works by a
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neophyte piano composer might be more readily greeted if its audience was already
musically acquainted with the genres that Marx chose to echo and embellish.
Marx‟s pieces reveal also that he was capable of composing in a musical style that
was similar to the contemporaries whom he admired, the most obvious being Reger,
Scriabin, Debussy, and Ravel. Interestingly, Marx adopted their genres and built upon
their harmonic language, yet he never re-orchestrated precise motivic material from their
piano works. Marx saved his explicit borrowing for his eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury forebears.
While Marx stayed within the realm of established piano genres, he was free to
use an extended harmonic vocabulary that reflected early twentieth-century trends. This
hyper-chromatic harmonic style allowed Marx to adopt established genres while
imposing his individual voice.
Marx‟s works in other genres reveal that he adopted what was most popular at the
time. He copied gestures (if not entire melodies) from the Lieder of Strauss and Wolf.
He wrote, just as Brahms successfully did, piano quartets and chamber music for violin
and piano as well as cello and piano. When orchestral works by Strauss and Mahler
leaned toward large scale, even massive, forces, Marx followed suit.
The six works that comprise Marx‟s Sechs Klavierstücke are not consistent in
quality or technical demands. Their stylistic coherence depends upon the use of
established genres combined with Marx‟s melodic gifts and lush harmonic language. The
weakest piece may be the Brahms-influenced Rhapsodie; it reveals its source too
blatantly, and its bombast makes it seem as if it is overcompensating in drama for what it
lacks in formal or harmonic ingenuity. The Ballade resembles an orchestral reduction;
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however, this was perhaps what Marx had in mind, because many of its motives briefly
appear later within his own orchestral works The Humoreske, the Fugue, and the
Arabeske require a performer able to accommodate the virtuosity demanded by the works
of Bach, Brahms, Scriabin, Chopin, and Debussy. The Albumblatt and the Prelude, while
of a very carefully sculptured pianistic quality, are much smaller in scale and technically
within the demands of an advanced intermediate student.
Marx was, perhaps, trying to test his abilities to accommodate the needs of these
genres; he was already successful as a composer of piano writing for art songs and
chamber music. In the six piano pieces he employs his harmonic language and ability to
orchestrate for the piano in order to fulfill the demands of particular genres; this seems to
have been Marx‟s next step in the development of his skills at piano composition. (He
soon went on to write two piano concertos, and he included the piano as an instrument in
many of his large orchestral works). The variety of pieces within the set could also have
been an attempt to appeal to the broadest possible range of the sheet-music buying
market. Some of his piano pieces could easily have been adopted by concert artist (as
Liess insists they were upon publication1), and others were quite suitable for amateur
domestic music-making.
The Sechs Klavierstücke, however, vanished from the concert hall, along with the
rest of Marx‟s oeuvre other than a handful of his Lieder. As a composer and a critic,
Marx‟s reputation as a defender of tonal harmony and clear melody may have created
after World War II a backlash against his successful career. Or, it could be that Marx‟s

1

Andreas Liess, Joseph Marx: Leben und Werk (Graz: Steirische Verlaganstalt, 1943), 186.
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roles as teacher, philosopher, administrator, and critic left him too busy to promote his
own work. The answer may finally be that unabashedly hyper-chromatic, endlessly
decorative late-Romantic works merely fell out of fashion.
At the start of the twenty-first century, however, there has been a revival of Marx
performances. His art song Valse de Chopin was performed at the Bard Summer Music
Festival at its 2010 tribute to Alban Berg. Many of his large orchestral works have been
issued in new recordings on both CD as well as digitally. His string quartets have been
recorded twice, and his three works for piano quartet have been recorded for the first
time. Two recent recordings have featured orchestral versions of his songs, along with
the premiere of some of his choral works. Marx‟s presence in the marketplace could
surely lead to a revival of performances of his music, and a clear re-evaluation of this
Austrian composer will be necessary in order to accurately reposition him within the
spectrum of twentieth-century music.
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